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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF MISSISSIPPI 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 
 
 
HENRY KUEHN AND JUNE P. KUEHN  PLAINTIFFS 
 
VERSUS CIVIL ACTION NO. 1:08CV577-LTS-RHW 
 
STATE FARM FIRE AND CASUALTY COMPANY  
AND JOHN DOES 1 THROUGH 10 DEFENDANTS 
 
 

PLAINTIFFS’ RESPONSE  
TO [54] STATE FARM'S MOTION TO QUASH/FOR  

PROTECTIVE ORDER (RE SUBPOENAS OF ITS COUNSEL)  
AND FOR INTERIM STAY AND [55] MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 

 
 COME NOW the Plaintiffs, HENRY KUEHN AND JUNE P. KUEHN, by and through 

their attorneys of record, DENHAM LAW FIRM, PLLC, and file their Response to [54] State 

Farm's Motion to Quash/For Protective Order (Re: Subpoenas of its Counsel) and for Interim 

Stay and supporting [55] Memorandum and would show as follows: 

1. Plaintiffs seek the depositions of two essential witnesses in this litigation, who are 

attorneys for State Farm.  Since it is unfortunate that this is the case, the Plaintiffs did not 

undertake the decision to notice the depositions of these individuals lightly.  However, it became 

apparent during the depositions of State Farm’s own appraiser, John Minor, that these two 

attorneys are, at the very least, material witnesses in this litigation, Plaintiffs are entitled to seek 

discovery regarding and from these individuals.  Had Lawrence “Lucky” Tucker and H. Scot 

Spragins not inserted themselves into the appraisal process and, as agents for State Farm, 

attempted to direct the appraisal process and caused it to be handled differently from the twenty 

to thirty other appraisals conducted by State Farm by appraiser John Minor in the wake of 

Hurricane Katrina, there would not be an issue here.  It is apparent, however, that Spragins and 
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Tucker did so, and when they did so, they made themselves material witnesses in this litigation 

regarding Minor’s instructions, and how the appraisal was performed, and the acceptable scope 

of appraisal.  In fact, in reading Minor’s entire deposition, it is now abundantly clear that State 

Farm and its attorneys have been trying to deny appraisal to Plaintiffs throughout this entire 

process, from the very earliest moment that Plaintiffs demanded appraisal and were told they 

could not have it.  Minor testified repeatedly that Spragins and Tucker attempted to get him to 

perform this particular appraisal differently from the others he had done for State Farm, even 

though other personnel at State Farm instructed him to the contrary, both in the past and during 

the Kuehn appraisal.  See Exhibit “A,” Deposition of John Minor (March 10, 2009), pp. 102-104, 

107-108, 110-111, 114-115, 133-135, 146.  Spragins and Tucker would not, however, put any 

such instructions in letter form, even at Minor’s request.  See Exhibit “A,” Deposition of John 

Minor, pp. 108; 173-174.  There is evidence from which a trier of fact could certainly conclude 

that State Farm’s attorneys, Spragins and Tucker, attempted to introduce impropriety and 

ambiguity into the appraisal process as to the Kuehns’ claim so that later State Farm could claim 

the appraisal was conducted inappropriately.  In fact, Minor repeatedly asked to resign from the 

Kuehn appraisal because of disturbing conversations he was having with Spragins and Tucker; 

however, Tucker, according to Minor, told Minor that he was not allowed to resign because the 

chancery court had designated him as the appraiser, all of which is nonsense.  See Exhibit “A,” 

Deposition of John Minor, pp. 108, 109, 168, 173-174.  This utterly false representation 

prevented Minor, who, because of Spragins and Tucker, “desperately” wanted to resign, from 

quitting the appraisal.  Tucker and Spragins, both through their representations and their 

omissions to Minor, attempted to “set up” the Kuehns (as well as Minor; see Exhibit “A,” p. 108) 

in such a way as to further interfere with the appraisal process as outlined by the policy language, 
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delay the payment of the Kuehns’ claim, and pursue their own anti-appraisal agenda on behalf of 

State Farm.  According to Minor’s testimony, the attorneys communicated with him during the 

appraisal process in such as way as to make him feel they were trying to “blackball” him, or 

“play dirty pool,” and he felt threatened.1  See Exhibit “A,” Deposition of Minor, pp.159-161. 

A. This Action Involves Bad Faith, Fraud and Breach of Contract 

2. In its ongoing attempts to hide the proverbial ball, State Farm yet again tries to 

convince this Court that the propriety of the appraisal process and award are the only issues in 

this litigation.  This litigation will certainly involve State Farm’s usual habit and practice of 

conducting its appraisals and the position it takes in this litigation, as well as the ambiguity of 

State Farm’s policy language and application thereof.  Nevertheless, one needs simply to read 

Plaintiffs’ Complaint to render the assertion by counsel that “this case is about the appraisal 

process only” absolutely false.  Plaintiffs have sued State Farm, inter alia, for bad faith, fraud 

and breach of contract.  If, as Plaintiffs suspect and the evidence now indicates, Lucky Tucker 

and Scot Spragins, as agents for State Farm, attempted to cause the Kuehn’s appraisal to be 

performed differently from the dozens of other appraisals conducted by State Farm in the wake 

of Hurricane Katrina, or if they otherwise attempted to interfere with the validity of the appraisal 

or with Plaintiffs’ contractual right to appraisal, Plaintiffs have a right to know about it and to 

seek redress.  Further, Spragins, as an agent for State Farm, purported to take responsibility for 

any impropriety in the appraisal process.  Exhibit “A,” Deposition of Minor, p. 162 (quoting 

letter from Spragins to Minor: “we take the blame in not being able to properly articulate your 

task”).  If it is shown Tucker and Spragins did attempt to influence or interfere with the appraisal 

process, there could be no clearer evidence of malice on State Farm’s part in the bad faith, fraud 

                                                 
1 “Yeah, and he’s accusing me of adjusting without a license.  I’m not a licensed adjuster, and that’s a crime.”  
Exhibit “A,” Deposition of Minor, p. 161. 
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and breach of contract counts of this action.  The only witnesses State Farm has to impeach their 

own appraiser, John Minor, are its own attorneys, who put themselves in the place they now find 

themselves by actively attempting to influence the appraisal process after they should have 

bowed out.  This is true regardless of how the appraisal was actually conducted.2  Hence, 

State Farm cannot use smoke and mirrors to avoid the discovery Plaintiffs are entitled to take 

from its agents in this litigation.  They are trying to avoid the consequences of their actions, 

which they should not be entitled to do.   

B. Lucky Tucker and Scot Spragins Have Non-privileged, Relevant 
Information Not Otherwise Available to Plaintiffs. 

 
3. State Farm’s assertion that the testimony of Spragins and Tucker would be 

“irrelevant” and “not crucial” to Plaintiffs’ bad faith, fraud and punitive damages claims is 

entirely erroneous.  John Minor, the appraiser for State Farm, is not Hickman, Goza & Spragins’ 

client, and they accordingly have no claim of attorney-client privilege as to their communications 

with him.  Nor can the work product privilege apply, especially given the fact that State Farm’s 

own counsel has exhaustively questioned Minor on the issue of his recollection of 

communications with Tucker and Spragins.  The testimony of State Farm’s appraiser, John 

Minor, is most compelling and clearly shows that Tucker and Spragins have taken off their 

“lawyer hats” and made themselves material witnesses and potential defendants in this claim.  To 

counter State Farm’s own appraiser’s testimony, the only person in the world who can tell Lucky 

Tucker’s version of the story in this case is Lucky Tucker, and the same goes for Scot Spragins 

                                                 
2  It is certainly noteworthy, however, that Minor testified that his appraisal was in accordance with State Farm’s 
scope, and that Tucker, though he was apparently intimately involved in the appraisal process and in communicating 
with Minor, and now is advancing the theory of a deeply flawed appraisal, originally took the position that the 
appraisal had been conducted appropriately in accordance with State Farm’s policy.  See Exhibit “A,” Deposition of 
John Minor, p. 120-121; E-mail chain from Tucker to Plaintiffs’ counsel, Exhibit “B.”  Further, as previously stated 
to this Court, State Farm and Tucker did not ever put the appraisal process and award into question until sued; they 
simply chose to refuse to pay the award and remain silent, even well after the sixty day period allotted by the policy 
to pay the award had expired. 
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and his version of these events.  It is very important in this case for Mr. Tucker to testify as to 

exactly what, as State Farm’s agent, he told John Minor to do, what he failed to tell him to do, 

and why he told him to do it.  This is especially true since the testimony indicates that Tucker 

and Spragins, through both their acts and omissions as agents for State Farm, attempted to 

influence Mr. Minor in his attempts to conduct the Kuehn appraisal, and the Kuehn appraisal 

alone, in a manner different from the other twenty or thirty or so appraisals Mr. Minor conducted 

on State Farm’s behalf. John Minor testified that he “did not understand” Mr. Tucker’s 

instructions, as they were contrary to what he had been instructed to do by State Farm’s 

employees in the countless other appraisals he had performed on State Farm’s behalf, though 

Tucker was attempting to “beat around the bush” to make him do something differently.  If Mr. 

Tucker gave John Minor instructions to perform this appraisal differently, Plaintiffs are entitled 

to know what those instructions were and why Mr. Tucker wanted this appraisal performed 

differently than all the others.   

Q. [Denham] Going back through the e-mails, and I got off on it a 
little bit because of something that’s in here. There’s an e-mail that 
is Number 37 which basically says, “what can you tell me about 
were we stand at present?” This is dated October the 23, 2007.  
“Was your appraisal in line with State Farm’s estimate? What was 
the figure put forth by O’Leary? How does he justify his 
appraisal?”   
   Have you ever been put in a place, after you and the umpire 
and the other appraiser are selected, where the insurance company 
is – is attempting to micromanage on this level the appraisal 
process?   
 
A. [Minor] Never.   

See Exhibit “A,” Deposition of John Minor, pp. 145-146; Exhibit “C,” E-mail from Tucker to 

Minor dated October 23, 2007. 
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4. Contrary to State Farm’s assertions, counsel for Plaintiff (after counsel for State 

Farm had done a thorough direct examination regarding the issues) thoroughly exhausted John 

Minor’s recollection of the communications with Tucker and Spragins, as a review of Mr. 

Minor’s entire deposition makes absolutely clear. See Exhibit “A,” Deposition of John Minor, 

pp. 132-170. State Farm is grasping at straws because its lawyers made the very unfortunate 

decision of attempting to direct and influence the appraisal, at which point and time Spragins and 

Tucker stepped away from their position as attorneys and became at the least material witnesses 

in this litigation. 

5. As to State Farm’s assertions to privilege regarding the documents Plaintiffs seek 

pursuant to subpoena duces tecum, such claims are entirely meritless.  Plaintiffs are absolutely 

entitled to the items requested, especially anything involving the appraisal process and their 

communication with John Minor.  State Farm claims that many of the items sought have been 

produced.  Certainly, Plaintiffs would agree that items do not need to be produced twice.  

However, to the extent that State Farm claims it has already produced certain items, it should 

identify such items by Bates number and state that they have already been produced.  State 

Farm’s claims that Minor’s representation that “everything has been produced” is irrelevant, as it 

is State Farm’s duty to comply with these requests, not Minor’s.  Minor even states that he does 

not keep such items beyond the appraisal; accordingly, he would be incapable of making this 

representation beyond his own recollection.  See Exhibit “A,” Deposition of Minor, p. 117; see 

also pp. 59, 75-76.  Anything not already produced which is responsive to Plaintiffs’ subpoena 

duces tecum simply must be produced.  To the extent that State Farm is claiming privilege and 

has already identified unproduced items on its privilege log, it should be required to submit such 

items to this Court for an in camera inspection to determine whether its claim of privilege is 
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valid.  To the extent that items have not been identified on State Farm’s privilege log, the 

privilege is waived and the items must be produced.  State Farm cannot simply make the blanket 

claim that such items are irrelevant.  Plaintiffs’ requests certainly meet the threshold barrier of 

“reasonably calculated to lead to discoverable evidence.”  This applies even to post-litigation 

items, as State Farm’s duty to continually reevaluate this claim unquestionably continues even 

after litigation has commenced.  Gregory v. Continental Ins., 575 So.2d 534, 541-542 (Miss. 

1990); see also Remel v. State Farm Fire and Casualty Company, 2009 WL 587742 (S.D.Miss.). 

State Farm is simply unable to meet its burden in this case, and the depositions must, in the 

interests of justice and the quest for the truth, be allowed to go forward. In re Terra 

International, Inc., 134 F.3d 302 (5th Cir. 1998), citing United States v. Garrett, 571 F.2d 1323, 

1326 n.3 (5th Cir. 1978).  If any doubt still exists in the mind of the Court as to the propriety of 

allowing depositions and discovery to proceed, a reading of three of the actual e-mails between 

Spragins and Minor may be of assistance in illuminating the problem.  The e-mails are attached 

as composite Exhibit “D”.  The e-mails were produced by State Farm. 

 WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, the Plaintiffs respectfully request the Court 

to DENY State Farm’s [54] Motion to Quash/For Protective Order (Re: Subpoenas of its 

Counsel) and for Interim Stay.  Any issues raised in State Farm’s Motion which are not 

specifically addressed herein are, out of an abundance of caution, denied. 

 Respectfully submitted, 
 HENRY KUEHN AND JUNE P. KUEHN  
 
 BY: DENHAM LAW FIRM 
 
 
 BY: ___s/Earl L. Denham_ 
 EARL L. DENHAM  
 MS Bar No. 6047 
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CERTIFICATE 

 
 I, EARL L. DENHAM, do hereby certify that I electronically filed the above and 
foregoing Response to [54] State Farm’s Motion to Quash/For Protective Order (Re: Subpoenas 
of its Counsel) and for Interim Stay with the Clerk of the Court utilizing the ECF system, which 
provides notification of said filing to the following: 
 
H. Scot Spragins 
sspragins@hickmanlaw.com 
Hickman, Goza & Spragins, PLLC 
Post Office Box 668 
Oxford, MS  38655-0068 
 
John A. Banahan 
john@bnscb.com 
H. Benjamin Mullen 
ben@bnscb.com 
Bryan, Nelson, Schroeder, Castigliola & Banahan 
Post Office Drawer 1529 
Pascagoula, MS 39568-1529 
 

SO CERTIFIED on this the 24th day of May, 2009. 
 
 
                _ s/Earl L. Denham_ 
         EARL L. DENHAM 
 
 
EARL L. DENHAM, MS Bar No. 6047 
KRISTOPHER W. CARTER, MS Bar No. 101963  
DENHAM LAW FIRM 
424 Washington Avenue (39564) 
Post Office Drawer 580 
Ocean Springs, MS 39566-0580 
228.875.1234 Telephone 
228.875.4553 Facsimile 


